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QUESTION 1

A security analyst discovers a network intrusion and quickly solves the problem by closing an unused port. Which of the
following should be completed? 

A. Vulnerability report 

B. Memorandum of agreement 

C. Reverse-engineering incident report 

D. Lessons learned report 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A threat feed notes malicious actors have been infiltrating companies and exfiltration data to a specific set of domains
Management at an organization wants to know if it is a victim Which of the following should the security analyst
recommend to identity this behavior without alerting any potential malicious actors? 

A. Create an IPS rule to block these domains and trigger an alert within the SIEM tool when these domains are
requested 

B. Add the domains to a DNS sinkhole and create an alert m the SIEM toot when the domains are queried 

C. Look up the IP addresses for these domains and search firewall logs for any traffic being sent to those IPs over port
443 

D. Query DNS logs with a SIEM tool for any hosts requesting the malicious domains and create alerts based on this
information 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A security analyst is required to stay current with the most recent threat data and intelligence reports. When gathering
data, it is MOST important for the data to be: 

A. proprietary and timely 

B. proprietary and accurate 

C. relevant and deep 

D. relevant and accurate 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

An information security analyst discovered a virtual machine server was compromised by an attacker. 

Which of the following should be the FIRST step to confirm and respond to the incident? 

A. Pause the virtual machine, 

B. Shut down the virtual machine. 

C. Take a snapshot of the virtual machine. 

D. Remove the NIC from the virtual machine. 

Correct Answer: A 

 Enumeration is the process of discovering and listing information. Network enumeration is the process of discovering
pieces of information that might be helpful in a network attack or compromise. There are several techniques used to
perform enumeration and several tools that make the process easier for both testers and attackers. Let\\'s take a look at
these techniques and tools. 

 

QUESTION 5

External users are reporting that a web application is slow and frequently times out when attempting to submit
information. Which of the following software development best practices would have helped prevent this issue? 

A. Stress testing 

B. Regression testing 

C. Input validation 

D. Fuzzing 

Correct Answer: A 
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